Edmodo Quiz Creator
The new quiz feature allows you to quickly create online quizzes for your students and get instant feedback about how they did.

Creating a Quiz

- Click on QUIZ in the posting area. The box will change to give the option to create a quiz or load a previous quiz.
- Click Create a Quiz

- Add Title
- Decide if there will be a time limit.
- Choose to show results to students or not
- Select the type of question
- Click Add First Question

Edit Question

- Type the question text in the box
- Fill in the answer choices
- Click to set the correct answer
- Add additional responses as needed

When you are done editing the first question, click the “+Add” button to move to the next question. The questions are saved as you go.

You can add media to the answers by attaching a link to a web site, video, or picture (you have to click the empty box to see the picture)

Click “Preview this Quiz” to see the quiz as the students will.

When you finish making the quiz, click the “Assign Quiz” button, choose a Due Date, and select what group(s) or users will take the quiz. The quiz will be posted in the group and added to the calendar.

After you have posted a quiz, you can see how many students have completed the quiz by looking at the “turned-in” number located on the quiz post. You will also receive an alert in your Notifications section any time a student completes a quiz.
Getting Quiz Results

To grade a quiz, select the “turned in” button from the posted quiz. You will be taken to the Quiz Overview page where you can see who (of the students that completed the quiz) received high scores and a pie chart graph that shows a collective breakdown of correct/incorrect answers for each quiz question.

Select a particular student’s name from the left panel to review their quiz. If the question format was multiple choice, fill in the blank or true/false, the questions will already be marked correct/incorrect based on which response you specified when creating the quiz. For short answer questions, you will need to read the response and mark the answer correct or incorrect. You may also mark short answers partially correct. To do this, mark the question correct, and signify the number of points earned in the space provided.

Once the quiz has been graded, select the “show results to quiz takers” option at the top. You can also select to add the quiz score to the gradebook.

To view an individual student’s quiz, select the student’s name from the list on the left panel.